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Introduction to Agile
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How effective is your preferred
method of communication?
Over e-mail you’re far less persuasive than you think…

In person requests are 34 times more likely
to be fulfilled than e-mail requests

OR
3 conversations

102 e-mails
Source: Journal of Experimental Social Psychology
Volume 69, March 2017
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Is the message being understood the same from everyone?

.
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More than half of software projects
are unsuccessful
Defining Success
On-Time
On-Budget
Stakeholder Satisfied
19%

29%

Successful
Challenged
Failed

52%

Source: 2015 CHAOS Report by The Standish Group
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Never
7%
13%

Rarely
45%

16%

Sometimes

Often
19%
Always

Nearly half of all software is never used
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My favourite quote
from Steve Jobs,
quoting Henry
Ford…
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“If I'd asked my
customers what they
wanted, they'd have
said a faster horse. ”
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So …. What do we do?
Do Nothing

Do more of the same

.
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“Insanity: doing the same
thing over and over again
and expecting different
results.”
NOT Albert Einstein
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We predict that you will fall in LOVE with Agile
Why do businesses fall in love with Agile?
• It allows for faster delivery with a higher degree of quality
› Delivering something sooner gives the business more time
to make money from it
• It creates products that are deeply aligned to the
Customer’s needs
› Leveraging customer feedback throughout the process
means less waste in time and financial investment, and
reduced reputational risk, involved with building
something that misses the mark
• It generates exceptional team focus and engagement
› Allowing teams to accomplish more overall, while limiting
the work that is being completed at any one point in time
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…and it helps to get everyone on the same page…
…by externalizing ideas through visualization
“Please write something inspirational”

* User Story Mapping by Jeff Patton
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“Please write ‘best wishes’, and
underneath that ‘we will miss you”

How it’s used to being done…
Management methods of the last century focused on centralized planning to drive down
cost through consistency and repeatability
The Old world
§ Market stability – limited product selection to
an undifferentiated mass of consumers
§ Cost focus, and providing value at the lowest the
lowest price point
§ Commoditized assets, stable, mature

You can have any car you want as long
as it’s black!
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§ Low rate of change, requirements are well
known using similar products have been built
many times before
§ Technology is predictable
§ Long lead times are acceptable providing cost
stays low
§ Quick time-to-market pays very little dividends

…vs. how we should be doing it today
Modern management methods are concerned with maximizing feedback in the face of
increasing uncertainty
The New world
§ Innovation is being driven by banking outsiders
that are driving digital disruption
§ Success requires a First Mover or even True
Innovator mindset
§ Order of Magnitude increase in change Products,
plans, solutions etc.
§ Customer Learning is key
§ Speed and Learning focus, cost is a secondary
consideration
§ Cost of Delay trumps Cost of execution
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Another example….
§Big projects and big
releases are hard!
§Lots of variability and
unknowns!
§Lots of dependencies!

Big Project

I need Shelter!

I need
Shelter!

MVP 1
Cave – 5 Days

Skyscraper 2 years

MVP 2
Tent - 2 weeks

MVP 3
House – 6 months

MVP 4
Skyscraper – 3 years

Efficiency takes a back seat to delivering smaller features to the market sooner!

Agile is all about breaking big projects into smaller units of work
that can deliver business value
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What is Agile?
e!
u
l
• Agile is a re-think of the way we go about softwaressdevelopment
va
ine
s
u
b
g
n
i
er
v
i
• Conceptual framework for software
engineering
l
de

• Several Agile Methods have been around since the 1990s and were united in
2001 by the Agile Manifesto
• Agile has evolved to include modern Lean thinking, Customer Development,
etc…
Example:
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Have you heard of the “Agile Manifesto?”
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do
it. Through this work we have come to value:

over

Process and
procedures

over

Comprehensive
documentation

Customer
collaboration

over

Contract
negotiation

Responding to
change

over

Following a plan

Individuals and
interactions

e!
u
l
a
v
s
s
e
busin Working software
g
n
i
r
e
v
i
l
de

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.
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We need to fundamentally re-think how we manage projects
Traditional

Agile

Fixed
Scope

Fixed
Schedule

Fixed
Resources

Fixed
Variable

Estimated
Schedule
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Estimated
Resources

Estimated
Scope

How it’s used to being done - Functional Hierarchy
§ Scattering of
responsibility
§ Reliance on
bureaucracy
§ Part timer syndrome
§ Conflicting priority
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…vs. how we should be doing it today – Cross Functional Team
1. Value is placed in a highly
visible backlog and constantly
prioritized by the business

1

2. Value is delivered by a self
organizing, autonomous
team of diverse professionals

2

4

3. Value is delivered
frequently and iteratively, in
small increments

5

3
4. Business ownership is integrated into
the team, providing constant direction
and feedback

5. Customer feedback is used to enable a
continuous cycle of improvement, frequent
process improvements are the norm!

Different teams will manifest this in different ways, what’s important –
paying attention to improving in each of these behaviors
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Debunking Agile myths
Agile is:
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Agile is Not:

A disciplined, focused way to
accelerate delivery

A Free for All

A means to accelerate by
reducing errors and waste

An excuse to not do stuff that
matters

A change in mindset

A Specific Software Development
Process (ie: scrum)

A mechanism to enable self
organization and constant
learning though deployment of
self organizing teams

A fixed set of procedures and
processes

What does Agile look like today?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAFE
XP
Kanban
Scrum
LESS
Lean Startup
Devops
etc

Agile is simultaneously
more complicated, and
simplistic
http://modernagile.org/
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QUICK PAUSE: What are some of your BURNING QUESTIONS?
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The Agile Maturity Model
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Organizations who improve their agility tend to exhibit the following
characteristics:
1.

Team Focus
Dedicated, focused, close to the customer, cross-functional, and
self organizing teams that own value from idea to release

2.

Visualize and Manage Flow Of Value

3.

Work with Fined Grained Units of Value
Breaking work into smaller increments that can be defined,
built, and potentially shipped independently of each other

4.

Relentless Improvement

Visually manage the flow of value creation, and reduce all sources
of delay to reduce lead time to value

Empower teams to drive constant improvement through
experiment / test and learn approach

5.
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Frequent Customer Feedback
Tight delivery feedback loops through delivery of fine
grained units of customer value keeps the team on track

Organizations can adopt the required mindset incrementally,
observed through specific practices
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

• Project Focus

• Team Focus

• Product Focus

• Customer Focus

• Collaboration Focus

• Story Focus

• Feature Focus

• MVP Focus

• Understanding

• Delivery Focus

• Capability Focus

• Validated Learning Focus

• Behavioral
Improvement

• Engineering Focus

• Customer Outcome
Improvements

Focus
• Fundamental
Improvement
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• Productivity
Improvement

1. Team Focus
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

Setup Focus

Team Focus

Outcome Focus

Customer Focus

Agile is worth the effort
Teams and leaders spend
the time and energy
required to establish a
new system of work

Team trump role, department,
or function
Leaders and workers promote
an environment where value
gets delivered in crossfunctional teams that are open,
safe, and based on trust

Radical Decentralization fuels
agility
Leaders adapt org structure
based on market demand,
with minimizing hand-offs

Our organization is
structured around customer
experience
Business/Tech/Ops Teams
self form and even self direct
based on market change

q Leaders are actively
planning Agile
Learning and
Adoption
q Right people placed
in Product Owner,
Scrum Master , and
Lead roles

q Leaders are organizing
in a way that fosters
teamwork
q Team swarming across
roles
q Leaders promoting
trust, safety, and
learning

q Leaders are organizing for value
q Leaders enable dynamic team
movement, formation
q Leaders actively removing
impediments
q Close collaboration of all
business stakeholders and teams
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q Integrated Customer
Experience teams
q Self forming teams
q Self directed teams

2. Visualize and Manage Flow Of Value
Initiate

Collaboration Focus
Open collaboration trumps
working in a silo
Teams constantly
collaborating through visual
task management and agile
events

q Teams are actively
visualizing workflow
at the task level
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Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

Delivery Focus

Value Focus

Validated Learning Focus

Stop starting and start
finishing eliminates
organizational dysfunction
Teams visually manage the
workflow of story delivery,
minimizing unfinished stories,
and leaders actively tackle
impediments

Delivering value frequently
while minimizing delay leads
to superior business
outcomes
Teams visually manage the
workflow of end to end
delivery, minimizing scope and
delay of business releases

Validating assumptions
through customer
experimentation lead to
winning the market
Teams visually manage the
workflow of validated
learning, minimizing the lead
time to Learning

q Teams are visualizing
flow of stories
q Active Reduction of
work In progress
across workflow of
team

q Visualization of MVP flow from
Ideation to Release
q Reduction of work In progress
across entire value stream

q Visualization of flow of
validated customer
learning
q Reduction of
uncertainty in progress

3. Work with Fined Grained Units of Value
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

Backlog Focus

Story Focus

Release Focus

MVP Focus

Business actively owns our
backlog. It’s critical to our
success
Team are actively managing
work through and
incremental backlog of
work, managed by active
business stakeholders

All work is described in terms
of fined grained increments of
value
The business expresses
backlogs in terms of stories
that guide all discussions and
collaboration around value
creation

Don't deliver more stories,
deliver smaller value with less
delay
Everyone start to optimize
work based on the economics
of value over effort, and delay
over efficiency

Accelerate the pace of
market learning over value
delivery
The business expresses work
in terms of increments of
market learning and
customer hypothesis

q Team creating and
managing an
incremental backlog
of work

q Well formed backlog of
small increments of
value
q Team describes value
using testable
examples

q Management of integrated,
cross team backlogs
q Prioritization based on
economics of delay
q Ubiquitous domain language
aligns Business and Tech

q Learning-based
Backlogs (Assumptions>MVP-> Experiment)
q Measured Customer
Impacts drive priority
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4. Relentless Improvement
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

Fundamental
Improvement

Productivity
Improvement

Economic
Improvement

Customer Outcome
Improvements

We own our process,
and want to improve it
Teams are agreeing on
definitions of done, and
actively improving them
through qualitative
feedback

Experimentation driven
improvement accelerates our
ability to deliver
Teams are constantly
innovating on their system of
work, and actively improving it
through the scientific method

Unrelenting commitment to
excellence in the face of short
term pressure
Teams pro-actively adopt
engineering and other best
practices, because they know
it will make them faster

Our focus is on solving
complex problems
Teams automate all
repeatable work, and drive
out manual processes
through software

q Active participation
in Agile Events
q Team refining their
work policies
q Teams adopting
Improvements using
qualitative feedback

q Team drive Agile Events
q Leaders acting on insight
from Lean-Agile Metrics
q Teams improving using a
systematic
experimentation
approach

q Governance driven through
Agile Events
q Leaders frequently perform
effective Go and Sees
q Lead-time to value drives
Improvement experiments
q Engineering Excellence drives
dev and testing

q Team have Direct
customer interactions
q Quantifiable Customer
Experience drives
improvement
experiments
q Devops culture and
technology
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5. Frequent Customer Feedback
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

Dominate

Discussion Focus

Design Focus

Qualitative Learning
Focus

Quantifiable Learning
Focus

Frequent Feedback from
real users drives our
direction
Team strive to validate
their work with end users
as frequently, and
incorporate that work
into their backlog

Design starts with the
customer experience
Teams deliver value using UCD
/UX, designing using a Just in
Time and just enough approach

We define success in terms of
our ability to influence user
behavior
Teams us qualitative
techniques to define and
validate features based on
expected behavioral change
required to meet business
outcomes

Validating assumptions
through customer
experimentation lead to
winning the market
Teams validate user impact
through experiments
supported by analytics with
statistical significance

q Agile discovery /
grooming extended
with UCD / UX
practices
q Team has integrated
journey / empathy
mapping, wireframes,
etc into agile approach

q All features mapped to customer
assumptions
q Explicit Hypothesis validated
using qualitative feedback

q Assumptions validated
at scale using analytics
q Ubiquitous use of
cohort based test and
learn loops to enable
quantitative feedback

q Demos / Prototypes
to end users
q User feedback from
production rollouts
q Feedback captured
on Team Backlogs
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Targeting specific practices for adoption provides a frame for
adopting behaviours that demonstrate the new mindset
Initiate

Foundational

Accelerate

q Basic Agile Projects

q Persistent Teams

q Integrated Capability Teams

q Incremental Backlog

q Integrated Backlogs (multiple
teams, enhancements, etc)

q Agile Ceremonies

q Value-Based work breakdown
(Epics ->MVPs ->Features ->
Stories)

q Agile Leader Roles

q Story Throughput Improvement

q Customer Demoes

q Specification by Example

q Project Agile visualization

q Proactive Agile Events

q Capability Level Agile
management
q Feature / MVP lead-time
Improvement

q Cross Team Integration

q Cost of Delay Value
Estimation/Prioritization

q Fundamental Engineering

q Throughput Accounting

q Agile UX

q Quantifiable Productivity
Improvement

q Qualitative Improvements

q Test Driven Development
q CIAD Foundational Practices
q Domain Modelling
q Lean Startup UX
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Dominate

q Integrated Customer Experience
Teams
q Learning-based breakdown
(Assumptions->MVP-> Experiment)
q Customer Value Creation Flow
Visualization
q Customer Learning Lead-time
Improvement
q Lean Startup Analytics
q Rapid experimentation engineering
practices
q Continuous Delivery
q Devops

Managing Agile adoption through observation of behavioural
change

Teaching

Mentoring

Coaching

• Coach is leading / facilitating
behaviour

• Coach facilitating behaviour,
but pod member is
supporting and carrying
some weight

• Pod member leading /
facilitating behaviour (with
occasional coach support)

• Pod member leading /
facilitating behaviour with
no support

• Behaviour would occur if
coach was not present

• Pod member capable of
teaching others on
behaviour

• Debrief sessions with pod
member before and after
• Behaviour would not occur if
coach was not present
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• Behavior would sporadically
occur if coach was not
present

Independent

The Lean Change Method

agilebydesign.com
@agile_bydesign

A "waterfall" approach to agile change creates an environment of
severe risk for an agile transformation program

A change imposed from the
"outside-in"

Define Target State
Define Target
State

Resistance to change
Identify Gaps
Build a Change
Backlog
Build A Roadmap

R D B T D

Build a Change
RollBacklog
Out The
Method

The change is “wrong”

Unsustainable change
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Manage agile adoption as an agile project, using co-creation,
iterations, and constant learning
Adopting agile methods is a lot like delivering a complex software project, success means taking an agile
approach to introducing agile
Co-Create Change
Plan with All Change
Stakeholders

Create a Change
Backlog to
Incrementally
Build
a ChangeRealize
the
Change
Backlog
“Basic” Practices
Execute change
Foundational Teaching
using an agile
Validated Learning Build a Change
iterative model
Tech Excellence
Backlog
Refinement 1
Change
Refinement 2
Refinement N
Experiments

Effectiveness of
change is observed
in terms of
behavioral change
and mindset
36

constant collaboration
and negotiation
Co-ownership of the
change model
Pivot or Pursue

Plan

Learn

A continuous delivery model
that continuously improves
over time

Introduce

pursue existing
tactics or make
a change
“pivot",

continual iteration and
experimentation

Design & plan each change so that impacted teams rather than
change agents “own” the change

Context
Objectives
Obstacles
Depth of Change
Change
Agents
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Plan and Commitments

• The Change Canvas is a change model on a
page, facilitating Negotiated Change.
• We want change agents and change
stakeholders to negotiate different aspects
of the change canvas collaborating on a
simple, holistic model.
• Highly collaborative canvas design
workshops maximize the buy-in necessary
to support successful change.

Design your canvas following each of these practices to ensure
maximum ownership of the right change plan

Plan Change in a Co-creative Way
Expect Your Change Plan to Be Wrong
Use the Change Canvas As an Information Radiator
Keep the Content of the Canvas Light Weight and Informal
Keep Change Canvas As Close As Possible to Where Change Recipients Work
Think Visually, Use Pictures to Enhance Communication!
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The Change Canvas is an informal, highly collaborative, but structured tool to
gain consensus on what we are trying to achieve
Context

Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

Size of organization
Number of teams
Skillsets
Customers and demand
Delivery partners
Services
Technology
Capability,
methods
and/or processes
Goals for the
organization
What does your Backlog look like?
Are there any major programs?
Why agile?

Obstacles

• What barriers are getting in the way?
• What constraints do you have to operate within?
• What are some current problems you haven’t solved?

Depth of
Change

•
•
•
•
•

What is the level of change are you expecting to make in your area?
What methods do you want to adopt?
How aggressively do you want to change your operating model and organization design?
What level of change do you want to make to leadership, governance (i.e. metrics and reporting)?
Do you want to minimize disruption or accelerate improvement?

Change Agents
• Who will lead the changes?
• Who will help?
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Plan and Commitments
•
•
•
•

Define the initial plan for the changes
What commitments will leaders and the teams make?
What level of external support is required (e.g. coaching, training)
How often do you engage stakeholders and supporting teams/individuals?

Context
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New Service
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Leadership
Team
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The Validated Adoption Kanban can be used track the progress of
individual Minimal Viable Changes
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Teams are actively
visualizing workflow
at the task level

Teach
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Mentor

Coach

Thank you
NICO GONZALEZ
NICOLAS.GONZALEZ@AGILEBYDESIGN.COM

agilebydesign.com
@agile_bydesign
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By understanding how we want to move the mindset, we can identify
observable behaviours we want to promote
Initiate

Agile is worth the effort
Teams and leaders spend the time
and energy required to establish a
new system of work

Open collaboration trumps
working in a silo
Teams constantly collaborating
through visual task management and
agile events

Business actively owns our
backlog is critical to our success
Team are actively managing work
through and incremental backlog of
work, managed by active business
stakeholders

We own our process, and want to
improve it
Teams are agreeing on definitions of
done, and actively improving them
through qualitative feedback
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Foundational

Team trump role, department, or
function
Leaders and workers promote an
environment where value gets delivered
in cross-functional teams that are open,
safe, and based on trust

Stop starting and start finishing
eliminates organizational dysfunction
Teams visually manage the workflow of
story delivery, minimizing unfinished
stories, and leaders actively tackle
impediments

Accelerate

Dominate

Radical Decentralization fuels
agility

Our organization is structured
around customer experience

Leaders adapt org structure based on
market demand, with minimizing handoffs

Business/Tech/Ops Teams self form
and even self direct based on market
change

Delivering value frequently while
minimizing delay leads to superior
business outcomes

Validating assumptions through
customer experimentation lead to
winning the market

Teams visually manage the workflow of
end to end delivery, minimizing scope and
delay of business releases

Teams visually manage the workflow of
validated learning, minimizing the lead
time to Learning

All work is described in terms of fined
grained increments of value

Don't deliver more stories, deliver
smaller value with less delay

Accelerate the pace of market
learning over value delivery

The business expresses backlogs in terms
of stories that guide all discussions and
collaboration around value creation

Everyone start to optimize work based
on the economics of value over effort,
and delay over efficiency

The business expresses work in terms of
increments of market learning and
customer hypothesis

Experimentation driven improvement
accelerates our ability to deliver
Teams are constantly innovating on their
system of work, and actively improving it
through the scientific method

Frequent Feedback from real
users drives our direction

Design starts with the customer
experience

Team strive to validate their work
with end users as frequently, and
incorporate that work into their
backlog

Teams deliver value using UCD /UX,
designing using a Just in Time and just
enough approach

Unrelenting commitment to
excellence in the face of short term
pressure
Teams pro-actively adopt engineering and
other best practices, because they know it
will make them faster

We define success in terms of our
ability to influence user behavior
Teams us qualitative techniques to
define and validate features based on
expected behavioral change required to
meet business outcomes

Our focus is on solving complex
problems
Teams automate all repeatable work,
and drive out manual processes through
software

Validating assumptions through
customer experimentation lead
to winning the market
Teams validate user impact through
experiments supported by analytics
with statistical significance

We can narrow down our progress in agility through observation of
behaviours along a graduated adoption path
Initiate

Setup Focus
q
q

Leaders are actively planning
Agile Learning and Adoption
Right people placed in Product
Owner, Scrum Master , and
Lead roles

Collaboration Focus
q

Team Focus
q
q
q

Team creating and managing an
incremental backlog of work

q
q

q

q
q
q

Active participation in Agile
Events
Team refining their work
policies
Teams adopting Improvements
using qualitative feedback

Discussion Focus
q
q
q
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Demos / Prototypes to end
users
User feedback from production
rollouts
Feedback captured on Team
Backlogs

Well formed backlog of small
increments of value
Team describes value using
testable examples

Productivity Improvement
q
q
q

Team drive Agile Events
Leaders acting on insight from LeanAgile Metrics
Teams improving using a systematic
experimentation approach

Design Focus
q
q

Agile discovery / grooming extended
with UCD / UX practices
Team has integrated journey /
empathy mapping, wireframes, etc
into agile approach

Dominate

Accelerate

Outcome Focus
q
q
q
q

Visualization of MVP flow from Ideation to
Release
Reduction of work In progress across entire
value stream

Release Focus
q
q
q

Management of integrated, cross team backlogs
Prioritization based on economics of delay
Ubiquitous domain language aligns Business and
Tech

Economic Improvement
q
q
q
q

Governance driven through Agile Events
Leaders frequently perform effective Go and
Sees
Lead-time to value drives Improvement
experiments
Engineering Excellence drives dev and testing

Qualitative Learning Focus
q
q

Customer Focus

Leaders are organizing for value
Leaders enable dynamic team movement,
formation
Leaders actively removing impediments
Close collaboration of all business stakeholders
and teams

Value Focus

Teams are visualizing flow of stories q
Active Reduction of work In
q
progress across workflow of team

Story Focus
q

Fundamental Improvement

Leaders are organizing in a way
that fosters teamwork
Team swarming across roles
Leaders promoting trust, safety,
and learning

Delivery Focus

Teams are actively visualizing
workflow at the task level

Backlog Focus
q

Foundational

All features mapped to customer
assumptions
Explicit Hypothesis validated using
qualitative feedback

q
q
q

Integrated Customer Experience
teams
Self forming teams
Self directed teams

Validated Learning Focus
q
q

Visualization of flow of validated
customer learning
Reduction of uncertainty in progress

MVP Focus
q
q

Learning-based Backlogs (Assumptions>MVP-> Experiment)
Measured Customer Impacts drive
priority

Customer Outcome Improvements
q
q
q

Team have Direct customer interactions
Quantifiable Customer Experience drives
improvement experiments
Devops culture and technology

Quantifiable Learning Focus
q
q

Assumptions validated at scale using
analytics
Ubiquitous use of cohort based test
and learn loops to enable
quantitative feedback

